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PTSD in Military Service Members
To Care for Him Who Shall Have Borne the Battle

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder ("PTSD") is the most prevalent mental health disorder among our military service members.\(^1\) The diagnosis of stress from combat has evolved historically as a controversial topic.\(^2\) PTSD results from exposure “to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence.”\(^3\) To qualify for a diagnosis of PTSD, one’s symptoms must last for more than one month.\(^4\) These symptoms include: intrusive thoughts or nightmares; avoidance of triggers of the trauma; negative changes in cognitions and mood; and heightened arousal and reactivity.\(^5\) These symptoms must also cause “significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.”\(^6\) In establishing a diagnosis of PTSD, a mental health professional must consider: (1) the nature of the traumatic event, (2) evaluate the presence, intensity and frequency of symptoms, and (3) note a link between the symptoms and the traumatic event.\(^7\)

The diagnosis of PTSD among military service members and veterans is riddled with competing political agendas focused upon the cost of war. Political actors that support war seek to minimize the cost of war, while those political actors that do not support war seek to maximize the

---


\(^3\) AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASS’N, DIAGNOSTIC & STATISTICAL MANUAL: MENTAL DISORDERS § 309.81(A) (5th ed. 2013) [hereinafter “DSM-5”].

\(^4\) Id. at § 309.81(F).

\(^5\) Id. at § 309.81(B).

\(^6\) Id. at § 309.81(G).

\(^7\) Mary Tramontin, Exit Wounds: Current Issues Pertaining to Combat-Related PTSD of Relevance to the Legal System, 29 DEV. MENTAL HEALTH L. 23, 26 (2010).
cost of war. This conflicting political agendas affects the funding, support, and care provided to veterans for the trauma they endured during the war. The cost of war is often calculated as the immediate cost of the war itself. Congress has approved $1.6 trillion for the immediate costs of war, which includes military operations, base support, weapons maintenance, training of Afghan and Iraq security forces, reconstruction, foreign aid, embassy costs, and some veterans’ health care for the war operations. However, unaccounted costs have been estimated at approximately $6.2 billion for the “War on Terror” since September 11, 2001. These unaccounted costs include the societal costs of PTSD; which includes loss of productivity, unemployment, costs of treatment, and suicide. Thus, in order to minimize the cost of war, veterans are improperly denied mental health care and benefits.

Service members undergo unique training to prepare for combat. During this rigorous training, they are taught to put the mission as well as the well-being of their fellow service members above their own. Throughout the stages of deployment, service members face a unique set of experiences that are vastly different from the experiences of civilians. However, service members are subjected to the same general PTSD diagnostic criteria as civilians. This overly general diagnostic criteria directly influences whether veterans are awarded benefits. It also shapes societal norms and attitudes toward veterans who have experienced the unique stress of training and deployment. Finally, it impacts legislative policy and legal decisions.

Mental health issues can emerge from a far more diverse set of unique military experiences than traditional fear-based stressors. Service members’ training, experiences during duty, process

---


11 DSM-5 at § 309.81.
of deployment, presence in a combat zone, and post-deployment adjustment may be inherently traumatic. These unique stressors include direct life threatening experiences as well as indirect stressors that are uniquely present in the experiences of service members. Given the nature of military training, in which soldiers are taught to fight for their fellow service members, the loss of one of their brothers is uniquely traumatic. Additionally, service members are taught to make split second decisions in order to protect their brothers, which may lead a service member to kill an innocent civilian or child in a warzone. Finally, adjustment into civilian life after active duty poses its own unique set of stressors as soldiers are no longer surrounded by their brothers that shared their unique experiences and training.

This Article will argue that under the current inadequate PTSD diagnostic criteria, service members are discriminatorily denied necessary benefits and care. Part I of this Article will discuss the unique experiences of military training, which differentiate service members from civilians. Part II will examine the unique experiences of service members throughout the deployment cycle. Part III will analyze the current law regarding veterans with PTSD that apply for benefits in the form of compensation. Part IV will address the stigma surrounding a PTSD diagnosis in service members. Finally, Part V will propose separate diagnostic criteria for military stress, in light of the unique training and experiences of soldiers.

12 See e.g. Moran v. Peake, 525 F.3d 1157, 1158 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (The Federal Circuit held “the term ‘engaged in combat with the enemy’ in [38 U.S.C. § 1154(b)] requires that the veteran have personally participated in events constituting an actual fight or encounter with a military foe or hostile unit or instrumentality, as determined on a case-by-case basis. A showing of no more than service in a general ‘combat area’ or ‘combat zone’ is not sufficient to trigger the evidentiary benefit of § 1154(b).”).
I. Unique Experiences of Military Training

A. Enlistment: Focus upon the Individual

An individual is often recruited by the military with the promise that he or she will become a better person by pursuing a respectable and courageous mission for his or her country.\textsuperscript{13} Military recruiters often target young, working-class individuals at community colleges.\textsuperscript{14} Younger individuals are targeted because they adapt better to military training.\textsuperscript{15} Individuals with working class backgrounds are generally more susceptible to recruitment tactics given their potentially limited career options.\textsuperscript{16} In order to persuade these individuals to enlist, military recruiters convince these individuals that they will improve their career path, socio-economic status, and their standing within society.\textsuperscript{17}

B. Basic Training: Focus Upon the Group

While the choice to enlist is often influenced by the pursuit of one’s own individual goals, once enlisted, basic training shifts the focus of new recruits from their own self-identities to the identity of the unit.\textsuperscript{18} Basic training is an intense indoctrination meant to change the values and loyalties of recruits.\textsuperscript{19} This indoctrination occurs across all branches of the military. While nothing can fully prepare service members for the reality of combat, basic training seeks to instill the skills, reactions, and loyalty that provides them with the confidence necessary to enter the battlefield.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{13} Jorge Mariscal, The Making of an American Soldier: Why Young People Join the Military, \textsc{ALTERNET.ORG} (June 25, 2007) http://tinyurl.com/hkl9pda.
\textsuperscript{14} Mariscal \textit{supra} note 13.
\textsuperscript{17} Mariscal \textit{supra} note 13.
\textsuperscript{19} Dyer, \textit{supra} note 15, at 44.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.}
When entering combat, service members risk their lives because they are confident that other members of their unit will take risks equally as great to save them from danger. This confidence is achieved by teaching the recruits that they are the strongest, most disciplined, most dedicated soldiers in the world, who are part of the most rigorously trained and best-equipped military in the world.

In basic training, new recruits are stripped of their individual identity as well as their prior self-image. On the first day of boot camp, the recruits surrender their own clothes, shave off their hair, and are purged of all physical evidence of their prior civilian identity. The recruits are no longer individuals but rather become a collective group that is expected to dress in the same required uniform and adhere to the same required code of conduct. This is the first step of transformation from their prior civilian life to their military life.

At boot camp, new recruits are separated from their existing emotional ties as well as their former life outside the military. This separation forces them to focus entirely upon the mission of training as well as the unit. Drill sergeants depersonalize the individual identities of a diverse group of recruits through harsh disciplinary routines. These recruits endure harsh exercises and stern discipline because they are romanticized by the idea that through this process they will become individuals with high social standing. This training is targeted at destroying the individual’s prior beliefs and confidence through constant abuse that instills hopelessness in the

21 Id.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Braswell, supra note 18.
27 Dyer, supra note 15.
The difficulty of training rituals increase with the deliberate purpose of breaking down the recruits so that they are forced to accept the values instilled into them by the military. During drills, they are required to chant in unison and march in formation to re-enforce the idea of a uniform, collective group. The recruits are taught to sacrifice their own life to preserve the unit in order to be efficient in combat. Through this training, individuals learn to view themselves less as individuals and more as members of a group. By adhering to the collective values and norms of the group, the recruit earns the respect of the group. This collective respect is valued above one’s own self-respect as the soldier’s identity is defined by the soldier’s membership and acceptance within their unit. Thus, the process of basic training is built around fostering strong bonds between recruits.

During basic training, recruits spend every waking moment together with their brothers. Together, they share the mistake of one individual as a group through collective punishment. A former Army Infantryman recollected collective punishment during his first few days of basic training in the following statement:

[T]wo recruits left the barracks and walked toward town [. . .] A drill sergeant driving home picked them up a short distance from the barracks. We were awakened, told what had happened, and told we would be dealt with later. We fell back asleep knowing the morning would bring pain. “So you want to play games?” one of our drill sergeants said. “OK, we will play games.” He ordered us to squat and hold out our arms. The two recruits stood in front of the formation, watching us and looking sheepish. “Don’t be mad at me; be mad at your friends standing up here [. . .] I am not doing this to you—they are doing this to you. Are you tired? Do your legs hurt?

---

28 Id.
29 Id.
30 Morris, supra note 23.
31 Braswell, supra note 18.
32 Morris, supra note 23, at 728.
34 Id.
35 Dyer, supra note 15.
You can look toward the sky and say, ‘God, why is this happening to me?’

This shared experience of collective punishment reinforces the recruits’ self-identity as a member of a collective, uniform group. Often fellow service members refer to each other as brothers because the strength of their bonds. However, the strength of their bonds is rarely replicated in the civilian world as most civilians are not taught to die for their co-workers. Thus, the bond amongst service members is unique.

II. Unique Experiences of Service Members during the Deployment Cycle

A. Unique Pre-Deployment Stressors

Mental health issues emerge from a far more diverse set of warzone experiences than traditional fear-based stressors, which are present in civilian life. The deployment cycle consists of pre-deployment, deployment, and post-deployment. Prior to deployment, service members face several unique stressors. The pre-deployment stage begins with notification of deployment. This notice is often given within a short time frame. Additionally, notice usually only includes limited details as to the soldier’s destination of deployment as well as length of deployment. To further contribute to the uncertainty, deployment orders are often changed for logistical and strategic reasons.

Upon notification, a soldier begins to practically and emotionally prepare for deployment. This “ramping up” period lasts between two and four weeks. In this ramping up period, the soldier

---

36 Mockenhaupt, supra note 22.
37 Morris, supra note 23, at 692.
39 Tramontin, supra note 7, at 30.
40 Id.
42 Tramontin, supra note 7, at 30.
must begin to psychologically focus upon the mission ahead. Although service members are confident of the skills they obtained through basic training, they still worry about the safety of themselves and their unit as they face the pending reality of entering a warzone. Additionally, as deployment requires the soldier to separate from their loved ones for at least seven to fifteen months, they worry about the well-being of their families during deployment. In order to prepare for adverse outcomes of deployment, soldiers review wills, financial plans, powers of attorney, contingency childcare arrangements, and emergency contact procedures.

The combination of these stressors is unique to service members in the pre-deployment stage. Individuals in civilian life may worry about uncertainty, their families, and safety. However, since most soldiers are under age 35 and have young children, they must engage in this realistic as well as extensive family and financial planning at a much earlier stage in life than most civilians. This practical planning forces soldiers to face the risk that they may die in the line of duty. However, they also must remain confident in the mission and trust that they will be protected by their brothers and return home safely. Thus, this combination of stressors in the pre-deployment phase is unique to service members as it cannot be easily equated to experiences of civilians.

**B. Unique Stressors of Deployment**

During basic training, recruits are desensitized to violence. However, this desensitization cannot fully prepare a service member for the horrifying experience of war. Combat itself is one of the most potent stressors that can be experienced by an individual. In addition to the stress of

---

43 Id.
44 Id. at 31.
being separated from their families, service members encounter threats to their own lives as well as to the lives of their brothers. In the Soldier’s Creed, service members pledge that they will not leave another service member behind. On the battlefield, the trauma of war is a shared experience among soldiers. It is likely that unit members will be injured or killed. Nevertheless, the overall attitude of the unit is to dismiss emotion as it is not helpful to survival under the circumstances as survival can only be achieved by continuing to fight and kill.

Given the strength of the bond between soldiers that is instilled in basic training, if a soldier is killed or injured in combat, fellow soldiers may suffer from survivor guilt. Survivor guilt occurs when one identifies with a sense of responsibility for the killing or injuring of another. Surviving soldiers may blame themselves for not taking adequate action to protect their brother. Additionally, surviving soldiers may feel unworthy for being spared from the harm that their brother faced. The strong bond between brothers combined with the shared experience of battle may lead a service member to believe that he could or should have been harmed rather than his brother. These feelings may lead a soldier to lose their sense of control as they question the random nature of the harm that occurred to their brother.

When an individual is killed in combat, it is frequently under sudden and horrific circumstances. In war, service members are not provided with adequate time to grieve as they must maintain emotional control in order to focus upon the mission and survival. In some instances of

50 Id.
death on the battlefield, no bodily remains exist. If bodily remains do exist, the body may be in terrible condition and not completely whole. Under these circumstances, fellow service members are tasked with retrieving and handling the remains of their brother. Handling these remains and facing the negative effects of the violent death of a brother is an extremely traumatic task. Additionally, obstacles such as enemy fire may complicate or prevent the process of retrieving the body. This unique scenario faced by service members significantly complicates a service member’s grief.

\[
i. \quad \text{Unique Moral and Ethical Stressors of Combat}
\]

Combat also poses moral and ethical challenges to soldiers. This conflict of ethical and moral values may cause the trauma of a moral injury. Moral injury occurs when one realizes they have committed an act with real and terrible consequences. The soldiers’ sense of loyalty, which is instilled through basic training, overrides their prior civilian values. Most individuals would not voluntarily kill another human being if such action can be avoided. However, participation in combat forces a service member to kill other human beings, which is an action that is in opposition to their civilian values.

The taking of a life itself may cause ethical and moral conflicts for a service member. To complicate these conflicts further, unanticipated consequences may occur when a service member fires at an enemy combatant. This includes the killing of innocent civilians that may be used by enemy combatants as bait, shields, or fighters. For instance, in speaking of his decision to kill a thirteen-year-old child, who was carrying an assault rifle, a Marine stated,

\[
\text{We just collected up that weapon and kept moving [. . . .] He was just a kid. But I’m sorry, I’m trying not to get shot and I don’t want any of my brothers getting hurt, so when you are put in that kind of}
\]

---

situation... it’s shitty that you have to, like... shoot him. You know it’s wrong. But... you have no choice.\textsuperscript{54}

Although service members are trained to kill and such action is necessary, this act still may significantly traumatize the soldier. Civilian societal norms equate children with innocence. Thus, the act of killing a child causes a soldier to act in a manner that violates his moral and ethical values to protect those who are innocent. However, in this case the soldier felt that he had no choice but to take this action in order to protect his brothers without a second thought. As this Marine acknowledged, he was trained to suppress emotion in order to continue to accomplish the mission. In this case, the Marine gathered the weapon from the dead child, without a second thought, and kept going in order to continue the mission. This is vastly different than civilians who experience traumatic events, as their course of treatment often entails a recovery environment where safety is restored in order to begin a healing process.\textsuperscript{55}

\textit{ii. The Unique Stressors of Guerilla Warfare and Insurgency}

The characteristics unique to each tour may subject soldiers to an array of unique set of stressors. Recently, most military conflicts include guerilla warfare and insurgent activities. Insurgency is a form of conflict within a state, where a non-ruling group attempts to destroy, reform, or degrade the support of the state’s current ruling group in order to effect political change.\textsuperscript{56} Insurgencies utilize propaganda, intimidation through terror, and assassination tactics in order to accomplish their goal.\textsuperscript{57} Insurgencies previously have originated in settings such as trackless deserts, dense jungles, or urban settings, which are less familiar to an opposing state or

\textsuperscript{55} Tramontin, \textit{supra} note 7, at 34.  
\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Insurgency} in \textit{THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POLITICAL SCIENCE} (George Thomas Kurian ed., 2011) [hereinafter “\textit{Insurgency}”].  
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
international forces.\textsuperscript{58} This setting provides a strategic advantage to the insurgents.\textsuperscript{59} Guerillas are a small groups, who fight against a larger and more superior force by waging surprise attacks through deception and ambush.\textsuperscript{60}

Under these conditions of war, the front lines are not clearly defined. This forces service members to be constantly vigilant in preparation for an unexpected attack or the presence of an improvised explosive device.\textsuperscript{61} This heightened level of alertness increases the chances of survival. Given the nature of this type of conflict, service members may be faced with the difficult task of distinguishing an enemy from a civilian.\textsuperscript{62} When faced with only moments to make this decision, a soldier generally errs on the side of caution in order to protect his unit. This may result in the killing of innocent civilians. As discussed above, this action may be deeply traumatizing to the soldier. This trauma is unique to a soldier’s experience in a warzone as these are circumstances that civilians are not trained to endure and do not generally endure.

\textbf{C. Unique Stressors of Post-Deployment}

Once soldiers return home, exposure to unique stressors do not cease. In the post-deployment phase, soldiers face a broad range of long-term challenges as they readjust after the experience of war. Due to the nature of battle and focus upon survival, soldiers may not realize the emotional reality of severely traumatic events until their return home. Upon reaching this realization, service members may find it difficult to share the details of their unique experiences with their families as in the battlefield their unique experience was only understood and shared among their brothers.\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{58} Id.
\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} ANTHONY J. JOES, GUERRILLA WARFARE: A HISTORICAL, BIOGRAPHICAL AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCEBOOK 6–7 (1996).
\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Tramontin, supra note 7, at 32.
In reflecting upon this experience, a service member stated, “the only people you can really talk to about the experiences on Operational tour are the people you were with.”

Soldiers often feel that the “civilian world” is unable to understand the unique experiences that they faced in combat. The support network of brothers logistically decreases once soldiers return from combat as they no longer spend every waking moment sharing the experience and trauma of war together. One service member stated,

You got so used to being around everybody, and now suddenly you are on your own, with nothing to do, and you do, although you try your hardest, you do just get lazy and stop going for runs and things like that.

This adjustment may be extremely difficult because soldiers are taught from the beginning of basic training that they must rely, trust, and protect their fellow service members. Their training focused upon the uniform integration of service members’ identity with their unit. However, once they return, this overwhelming structure of group identity is not as predominant in their daily life.

i. Post-Deployment Impact on Service Members & Their Family

Deployment changes a service member’s family dynamic. Many families struggle to adjust to the psychological changes of post-deployment of service members. Although couples are excited to reunite after deployment, they may unexpectedly realize that they require significant time to re-establish physical and emotional intimacy. This may lead to conflict derived from the sense of disappointment between couples as they expected to resume their relationship where they

---

64 Anna Verey & Peter K. Smith, Post-combat adjustment: understanding transition, 4 J. AGGRESSION CONFLICT PEACE RES. 226, 230 (2012).
65 Id.
66 Id.
69 Tramontin, supra note 7, at 32.
Each of these experiences causes stressors that are unique to service members in the post-deployment stage.

**III. Discriminatory and Unreasonable Denial of Benefits to Veterans**

In order to receive disability compensation and benefits for PTSD, service members must navigate a two-level system within the United States Department of Veterans Affairs (“VA”) system. First, service members are required to obtain a medical diagnosis from the Veterans Health Administration (“VHA”), which is an obstacle in itself as many military doctors are pressured to misdiagnose PTSD. Upon obtaining a diagnosis, service members then pursue disability compensation through the Veterans Benefit Administration (“VBA”). The VHA provides medical care to veterans, whereas; the VBA manages the Compensation and Pension Program for the VA. This program handles all claims processing, and scheduling evaluations, to compensate veterans for occupational losses experienced due to a disability suffered during duty.

Section 38 of the United States Code of Federal Regulations allows for those who serve in the United States Armed Forces to receive disability compensation after returning home from war. Section 38 includes specific criteria for diagnosis. In order to receive disability compensation for PTSD, soldiers must provide (1) a current medical diagnosis of PTSD; (2) a “nexus” of medical

70 Id.
72 Id.
evidence showing a link between the PTSD symptoms and the traumatic event; (3) an in-service stressor; 74 and (4) credible supporting evidence that the claimed in-service stressor occurred. 75

A. The Struggle to Obtain a PTSD Diagnosis

In order to diagnose an individual with PTSD, the diagnosis must conform to the DSM-5 criteria. 76 A diagnosis of PTSD must be supported by the findings of a medical examination and its subsequent report. 77 An adequate medical examination, which is referred to as a compensation and pension examination, must be based upon consideration of the veteran’s prior medical history as well as previous and current examinations. Its’ purpose is to determine whether the veteran’s disability is connected to military service. Following an examination, a report must be issued that contains clear conclusions, which are supported by data as well as a reasoned medical explanation that connects the disability to the conclusion. 78

Civilian psychiatrists have a single ethical duty to their individual patient. However, military psychiatrists have a potentially conflicting dual duty to both their patients and to the overall goals of the military. The military seeks to minimize mental health care costs and maximize overall fighting strength and capacity of its troops. The nature of these competing agendas prevents military psychiatrists from adequately diagnosing and treating service members.

74 Note: This nexus medical evidence must be supplied by someone who is qualified to give medical diagnoses and must demonstrate that the stressor contributed to PTSD symptoms. This prong is not further discussed herein because in cases where evidence toward this prong is balanced, the benefit of the doubt goes to the veteran. 38 U.S.C. § 5107(b); 38 C.F.R. § 3.102.

75 38 C.F.R. § 3.303(a).

76 Note: The VA maintains that the transition from its acceptance of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria to the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria does not “present a change in how mental disorders are evaluated under the [rating schedule], nor were any disorders removed” from the schedule. Schedule for Rating Disabilities—Mental Disorders and Definition of Psychosis for Certain VA Purposes, 80 Fed. Reg. 14308, 14308–14309 (Mar. 19, 2015) (codified at 38 CFR 4.125(a)).

77 38 C.F.R. § 4.125 (a) (as amended by Schedule for Rating Disabilities—Mental Disorders and Definition of Psychosis for Certain VA Purposes, 79 Fed. Reg. 45093 (Aug. 4, 2014)).

To further complicate this matter, the nature of the patient-doctor relationship is explicitly undermined by military policy. For example, before seeking mental health assistance, service members must sign a vague waiver that explains that conversations with their therapist might not be kept confidential if they admit to violating military laws. This violation includes both major violations as well as minor infractions. Kaye Baron, a psychologist who has been treating soldiers from Fort Carson, Colorado stated, “You can find an exception to confidentiality in pretty much anything one would discuss.” This fear of prosecution may prevent service members from opening up in discussions with their doctors. Thus, given these competing agendas, which are created by institutional pressures military psychiatrists are unable to adequately treat and diagnose service members.

This conflict among the dual ethical duties of military psychiatrists is apparent during military service as well as after service is complete. During service, Military Mental Health Officers aim to ensure that these service members are psychiatrically fit to fulfill mission requirements. In order to maximize the military’s fighting strength, clinicians must carefully weigh medical decisions that keep service members from deploying. Thus, Military Mental Health Officers struggle with competing ethical duties as they are required to balance the mission requirements and goals of the military with the best interest of the patient. Even if a Military Mental Health Officer diagnoses a service member with PTSD, this diagnosis can be overruled by commanders who determine there is a more dire need for the soldier in the field. This conflicting

80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Cozza, supra note 41, at 15–18.
83 Id.
84 Id.
agenda encourages Military Mental Health Officers to ignore symptoms of PTSD in order to support the overall mission of the military.

The competing duties of military doctors do not cease upon a soldier’s completion of service. A diagnosis of PTSD obligates the military to provide expensive, intensive long-term care as well as the potential of lifetime disability payments. In light of this overwhelming cost, the military pressures its doctors either to (1) not diagnose, or (2) misdiagnosis symptoms of PTSD under a less costly diagnosis. Dr. Douglas McNinch, a civilian psychologist working for the United States Army, stated to a Sargent,

I will tell you something confidentially that I would have to deny if it were ever public. Not only myself, but all the clinicians up here are being pressured to not diagnose PTSD …. I and other [doctors] are under a lot of pressure to not diagnose PTSD. It’s not fair. I think it’s a horrible way to treat soldiers, but unfortunately, you know, now the VA is jumping on board.  

Dr. McNinch’s experience is not isolated. Other practitioners have also been pressured to put the goal and agenda of the military over the well-being of their patients. For instance, Norma Perez, the PTSD Coordinator at the Central Texas Veterans Health Care System, stated the following in an e-mail to staff psychiatrists,

Given that we are having more and more compensation seeking veterans, I’d like to suggest that you refrain from giving a diagnosis of PTSD straight out [instead] consider a diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder.  

Under the DSM, a diagnosis for Adjustment Disorder is appropriate when an individual’s response to an extreme stressor does not meet the full criteria for PTSD. A veteran that receives a diagnosis

of Adjustment Disorder, is generally not entitled to nearly the same level of compensation and benefits as a veteran that is diagnosed with PTSD. Ultimately, given the subjective nature of mental health evaluations, a diagnosis of Adjustment Disorder may potentially be misused as a catch-all for symptoms that warrant a PTSD diagnosis. Norma Perez’s e-mail is disconcerting as it clearly advocates for an overarching politically-infused military agenda, which is to minimize the cost of war rather than to provide adequate treatment and compensation to service members and veterans that struggle with PTSD.

From a patient’s perspective, this negative outcome undermines the quality of care received and discourages soldiers from seeking treatment. For instance, Staff Sgt. Eric James, an Army sniper who served two tours in Iraq, sought counseling from military doctors over his suicidal intentions. Staff Sgt. James was told by his military doctors that

\[
\text{It is truly an injustice that the standard for a soldier must be “in a corner rocking back and forth and drooling” in order to even receive acknowledgement of a struggle with a mental health issue.}
\]

It is easiest to dismiss issues and symptoms that are not readily apparent. Since mental health issues vastly increase the cost of the Iraq War, they may be dismissed because mental health issues are not usually readily apparent.

The Army’s own investigative report admitted to finding “potential systemic pressures” that “may lead providers to avoid making a diagnosis of PTSD … contrary to their clinical judgment.” Although this investigative report was published in 2009, this systemic pressure appears to continue influencing the diagnosis of PTSD. In July 2014, a Veteran, who served in Beirut, was

---

89 Lee, supra note 87.
90 Michael De Yoanna & Mark Benjamin, supra note 86.
91 Id.
92 Id.
denied a diagnosis of PTSD because “seeing debris and [death], but without enemy contact or a life-threatening event, did not meet [DSM-5] Criterion A for PTSD.” \textsuperscript{93} Criteria A addresses exposure to the stressor that precipitates PTSD. Under Criteria A(4), this stressor may include “repeated or extreme indirect exposure to aversive details of the event(s), usually in the course of professional duties (e.g., first responders, collecting body parts; professionals repeatedly exposed to details of child abuse).” \textsuperscript{94} Under these circumstances this veteran arguably experienced sufficient exposure to a stressor. However even in light of this, the veteran was unfairly denied a diagnosis of PTSD.

\textbf{B. The Struggle to Present Credible Evidence of an In-Service Stressor}

Once a veteran receives a diagnosis of PTSD, the uphill battle to receive compensation continues. A diagnosis of PTSD does not alone verify the occurrence of the claimed in-service stressor because the Board of Veterans Appeals is not required to grant an in-service connection even if a health professional has determined the veteran’s claim to be credible. \textsuperscript{95} In order to obtain disability compensation, the soldier must present credible evidence that supports the veteran’s current account of the in-service stressors. Whether the stressor is sufficient to support a diagnosis of PTSD is a question of fact that is determined by medical professionals. However, whether the evidence presented establishes the occurrence of an in-service stressor is a question of fact that is determined by adjudicators. \textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{93} Bd. Vet. App. 1630263 (July 28, 2016) (noting that the Veteran met all other criteria for a PTSD diagnosis.).
\textsuperscript{94} DSM-5 at § 309.81(A).
The VA utilizes a two track approach in evaluating the credibility of evidence in regards to this prong. The definition of combat versus noncombat roles may potentially play a critical role in the issuance of veterans’ disability benefit claims. The first track pertains to veterans whose records reflect evidence that they “engaged in combat with the enemy.”97 Combat Veterans are provided a lower evidentiary burden to establish the occurrence of a stressor. To qualify for this track, the soldier must have participated in an actual fight or encounter with a military foe, hostile unit, or instrumentality. This qualification is determined on a case-by-case basis.98 The qualifying criteria excludes situations where personal harm was a definite possibility due to imminent enemy action, but the service member was not directly fired upon or did not fire upon the enemy.99 Additionally, a showing of “no more than service in a general ‘combat area’ or ‘combat zone’ [is] not sufficient to trigger evidentiary [standard that pertains to service member who engaged in combat].”100 Thus, many Veterans who endure a Combat environment are not designated as Combat Veteran and are subjected to a higher evidentiary burden to establish the occurrence of a stressor.

i. Combat Veterans

As discussed above, combat veterans that “engaged in combat with the enemy” are provided a lower evidentiary burden to establish the occurrence of a stressor.101 Accordingly, if it is established that the veteran engaged in combat with the enemy and the claimed stressor is related to that combat, lay evidence may serve as sufficient proof of service connection when evidence is

---

97 38 C.F.R. § 3.304(f).
98 Peake, supra note 12, at 1158.
99 Sizemore v. Principi, 18 Vet. App. 264, 272 (U.S. 2004) (holding that the Board erred in finding that the veteran did not engage in combat simply because he did not receive fire from the enemy).
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consistent with the circumstances of service but unverifiable through an official service record.\textsuperscript{102} Lay evidence includes statements from the veteran’s family, friends, work supervisors, and co-workers.\textsuperscript{103} Although lay evidence may be refuted through expert medical evidence, combat veterans are provided a significant advantage as to the evidentiary standard when attempting to prove the presence of a service stressor. This favorable treatment is provided to veterans because, given the turbulent nature of combat situations, verifiable records may be deficient as such records may not have been created, may have been destroyed, or may be incomplete.\textsuperscript{104} Thus, if combat veterans describe through lay testimony the traumatic events underlying their PTSD, a rebuttable presumption arises that those events occurred, even if official records contain no reference to the events.\textsuperscript{105} Thus, this stressor is considered “verified” by veterans’ testimony alone.

\textit{ii. Non-Combat Veterans}

When veterans are unable to establish that they “engaged in combat with the enemy,” they are subjected to a higher evidentiary standard. Unlike combat veterans on the first track, a non-combat veteran on this track does receive the benefit of a presumption to establish the credibility of the veteran’s evidence of exposure to the requisite stressor. Thus, a veteran’s testimony alone cannot sufficiently establish the occurrence of a non-combat stressor.\textsuperscript{106} Therefore, non-combat veterans are faced with a higher evidentiary standard to succeed in a disability claim.\textsuperscript{107} This is problematic because military records non-combat veterans are also often incomplete, outdated, or destroyed.

\textsuperscript{102}Id.; 38 C.F.R. § 3.304(f)(2).
\textsuperscript{103}Hillary A. Wandler, \textit{The Role of Culture in Advocating for Accurate Diagnosis and Rating of Veterans’ Psychological Disabilities}, 2 MENTAL HEALTH L. & POL’Y J. 1, 14 (2013).
\textsuperscript{105}38 U.S.C. § 1154(b).
In one instance, a non-combat veteran reported that he witnessed an accident during service, in which a military truck struck a family in Germany resulting in the death of an infant. However, the Board of Veterans Appeals determined this incident was not related to either combat or fear of hostile military or terrorist activity. Therefore, the veteran’s assertions were insufficient to verify a non-combat stressor. The nature of this stressor clearly appears to be related to the veteran’s service. However, without a presumption of the occurrence of the stressor, this veteran was unable to establish the presence of this stressor in order to obtain benefits and compensation for his PTSD.

In another instance, a veteran who conducted patrols through Beirut during his deployment witnessed numerous bodies of individuals previously killed by sniper fire. This was also deemed a “non-combat situation.” The nature of this stressor clearly appears to be related to the veteran’s service in a combat zone. However, this veteran was also denied the ability to present lay testimony in order to establish the presence of this in-service stressor.

This distinction between combat and non-combat is arbitrary. It is illogical to distinguish between those who experience active fire in traditional combat roles and those who witness the same horrific conditions of combat after fire has ceased. Both individuals experience significant trauma. Therefore, this heightened evidentiary standard significantly hinders a non-combat veterans’ likelihood of success as it is difficult to present credible evidence of an in-service stressor outside of lay testimony. Thus, both combat and non-combat veterans should be provided the same evidentiary standard.

109 Id. at 6.
110 Id.
1. 2008 Relaxed Standard for Service Members’ Diagnosis While In-Service.

In 2008, veterans who were diagnosed with PTSD while still in service and who suffered from a stressor that occurred during the period of service were allowed to establish evidence of the stressor through lay testimony in a similar manner as combat veterans. However, as discussed above, receiving a diagnosis of PTSD while during service is a difficult task given the competing ethical duties of military psychiatrists. Thus, this relaxed standard does not resolve the major barriers encountered by those non-combat veterans. Furthermore, the 2008 relaxed standard does not encompass non-combat veterans whose symptoms arise after completion of service. Thus, many veterans are improperly denied much needed PTSD compensation.

2. 2010 Amendment: Fear of Hostile Military or Terrorist Activity

In July 2010, the definition of stressors was expanded to include fear of hostile military or terrorist activity if (1) a VA psychiatrist or psychologist, or contract equivalent, confirms that the claimed stressor is adequate to support a diagnosis of PTSD; (2) the veteran’s symptoms are related to the claimed stressor, in the absence of clear and convincing evidence to the contrary; and (3) the claimed stressor must be consistent with the places, types, and circumstances of that veteran’s service. Fear of hostile military or terrorist activity means that a veteran experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with actual death, threatened death, serious injury, or a threat to the veteran’s physical integrity. This fear may be attributed to an actual or potential improvised explosive device; vehicle-imbedded explosive device; incoming artillery, rocket, or mortar fire; grenade;
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small arms fire, including suspected sniper fire; or attack upon friendly military aircraft.\textsuperscript{116} It may also encompass a veteran’s response to circumstances that involved fear, helplessness, or horror.\textsuperscript{117}

This expanded definition of stressors recognizes experiences that frequently occur when service members face Guerilla Warfare and Insurgency Activity. Thus, this is a progressive step forward as it addresses the nature of modern conflicts. This also allows the VA to begin to recognize the occurrence of trauma in “military personnel who are deployed to war zones and who, although not assigned to or engaging in actual front-line combat, nonetheless are faced with significant combat-like stressors in an era of increased insurgent and guerilla warfare.”\textsuperscript{118}

However, this Amendment may continue to prevent veterans with PTSD from obtaining proper benefits and compensation. As previously discussed, military mental health professionals are under pressure to misdiagnose and inadequately diagnose PTSD. This Amendment places greater weight on the opinion of the VA mental health evaluator, thus the internal pressure may continue to serve as a barrier to veterans, who seek to obtain benefits and care.

\textbf{IV. Victims or Warriors?}

The qualities of bravery and selflessness are instilled in service members through their unique training and experiences. In reflecting upon this concept, a United States Army Brigadier General stated,

\begin{quote}
The life and death nature of what we do as soldiers is what draws us together and creates the unique cohesion of the bands of brothers [. . . .] which simply do not exist anywhere outside military experience. Skill, trust, shared sacrifice, and even fear bind warriors together so tightly that they are capable of acts of courage [. . . .] At the core of the willingness to kill and die for one another is
\end{quote}

\begin{flushright}
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trust bound up in shared sacrifices [. . .] it sets us apart from all other [professions].

Service members routinely risk their lives for their brothers and for our nation. Implications of war heroism are commonly reflected in legislative bills regarding PTSD. This includes “Heroes at Home Act of 2007,” “Healthier Heroes Act,” “Healing Our Nation's Heroes Act of 2008,” “Wounded Heroes’ Bill of Rights Act,” and “Homecoming Enhancement Research and Oversight (HERO) Act[s].” The titles of these bills reflect our societal view of service members as brave warriors.

The concept of being a victim of a mental health issue is in direct conflict with the stereotypical ideas and cultural perceptions of strong, heroic warriors. Victims are often viewed as weak. Therefore, service members who identify with mental health issues are stigmatized as weak. This is an image that also is in direct opposition to their initial motivation to enlist in the military — to improve their social standing. The idea of seeking help for mental health issues is further stigmatized by their brothers. On Marine stated, “you might as well just lie down and cry for your mommy if you go for mental health services.” As previously discussed, in basic training service members separated from their individual identities and instead are taught to identify with their membership within the unit. Their values and ideas are dictated by those of the unit. Service members earn respect of their peers by identifying with the overall values and attitudes of the unit. Thus, the peer-pressure within the unit that stigmatizes PTSD symptoms is problematic as it prevents soldiers from seeking help.
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In addition to stigmatization within the military, civilians also criticize service members for seeking benefits and compensation. One skeptic of PTSD, Sally Satel, stated,

Imagine a young soldier wounded in Afghanistan. His physical injuries heal, but his mind remains tormented. Sudden noises make him jump out of his body. He is flooded by nightmares, can barely concentrate, and feels emotionally detached from everything and everybody. At 23 years old, the soldier is about to discharge from the military. Fearing he’ll never be able to hold a job or fully function in society he applies for “total” disability (the maximum designation, which provides roughly $2,300 per month) compensation for PTSD from the VA. This soldier has resigned himself to a life of chronic mental illness.123 This dangerous rhetoric further stigmatizes PTSD, discourages soldiers from seeking help, and invalidates legitimate symptoms.

Sally Satel is not the only critic that disseminates this dangerous rhetoric. Martha Leatherman states that if veterans are told their symptoms meet the criteria for PTSD, “[t]his stirs up visions of Vietnam veterans living under bridges… and then, in a panic they apply for disability compensation for PTSD so they will not end up homeless too.”124 This rhetoric also further perpetuates the stigma surrounding PTSD. Additionally, it discourages veterans from seeking needed help as it paints those who apply for compensation as weak cowards, who seek compensation for an invalid problem. The undertone of these statements urge veterans to “man up.” However, in contrast to this toxic rhetoric, the strongest warriors seek help against military and social norms that deter them from taking such action.

V. Separate Diagnostic Criteria for Unique Military Stress and Trauma

In order to further provide adequate benefits to veterans and relieve the stigma, separate diagnostic criteria of combat stress should be tailored around the unique experiences of service members and veterans. Ironically, PTSD historically developed from the notion of combat stress,123 Sally Satel, PTSD’s Diagnostic Trap, 165 POL’Y REV. 41, 48 (2011). 124 Id. at 51 (quoting Martha Leatherman).
which is a concept as old as war itself. During World War I, the term “Shell Shock” was used to characterize soldiers who were dazed, nervous, and disoriented after exposure to exploding artillery shells.\textsuperscript{125} Whereas, during World War II, similar symptoms were referred to as combat exhaustion.\textsuperscript{126} The first edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (“DSM”) justified a diagnosis for Gross Stress Reaction only when an individual was exposed to either severe physical demands or extreme emotional stress like that experienced in combat.\textsuperscript{127} The second edition of the DSM included a diagnosis for Adjustment Reaction of Adult Life, which specifically addressed combat stress.\textsuperscript{128} PTSD was first formally recognized by its’ current name in the third edition of the DSM, which noted that traumatic experiences may be experienced within the company of a group of people such as those specifically involved in military combat.\textsuperscript{129} Thus, the historical evolution of PTSD has been tied to the concept of combat stress.

Even in light of the historical evolution of the diagnosis of PTSD, the current DSM-5 diagnostic criteria generalizes combat stress and the trauma of service members along with other types of trauma experienced by civilians. Through basic training, service members are taught to transform themselves from their prior civilian identities into members of a military unit. The unique experiences of this training and its aftermath, are significantly different than the experiences of civilians. Given their unique training, service members do not perceive their experiences in the same manner as civilians. After training, service members undergo a unique cycle of deployment. This is an experience and combination of stressors that is not equivalent to
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those of civilian life. Thus, it is illogical to diagnose service member and veterans with the same generalized criteria that evaluates the traumatic experiences of civilians.

Specialized diagnostic criteria directly targeted at the unique experiences and training of military service members would more adequately address the issues of combat stress and trauma. This specialized diagnostic criteria would also help to reduce the stigma faced by those who seek help for combat stress and trauma because seeking help might be seen more as “par for the course” rather than a weakness within a warrior. This influence upon norms has enormous far-reaching potential as this diagnosis becomes more readily accepted it would drive change. It would allow a larger number of service members to feel comfortable seeking assistance without the fear of scrutiny from fellow service members. This influence would also change societal views of service members who do seek benefits and compensation in order to combat the dangerous rhetoric that perpetuates the stigma surrounding combat related trauma. This change in norms would additionally drive policy change in decisions to award benefits and compensation to veterans as the necessity for benefits and compensation would be directly linked to the cost of war. Thus, the development of specialized diagnostic criteria for those who experience combat related stress and trauma has vast societal benefits.